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1 Introduction

I will call a conditional of the form if ϕ, ψ a ‘subjunctive conditional’ if it dis-

plays language-specific morpho-syntactic features which distinguish it from its

indicative counterpart. Because indicative and subjunctive are terms used in

the philosophical literature on conditionals and because we will refer to that

literature in the course of this paper, I keep these terms in the present dis-

cussion. The examples below illustrates the contrast between the two types of

conditionals in English.1

(1) Indicative Conditional

If Charlie plays tomorrow, we will lose the baseball game.

(2) Subjunctive Conditional

If Charlie played tomorrow, we would lose the baseball game.

Indicative and subjunctive conditionals are known to be semantically dif-

ferent. For example, whereas subjunctive conditionals can be uttered when

they are known to be counterfactuals, indicative conditionals cannot (Stalnaker

(1975), von Fintel (1998), and references cited there).2

1The source of the labels indicative and subjunctive is the observation that in some lan-

guages the distinction between the two types of conditionals is reflected in the choice of the

mood, i.e indicative mood versus subjunctive mood. However, Iatridou (2000) has shown

that it is cross-liguistically false that the semantics of subjunctive conditionals is necessarily

marked by the subjunctive mood, as shown by the fact that some languages that have a true

subjunctive mood (e.g. French) do not use it in ‘subjunctive conditionals’. Thus, following

Palmer (1986), Comrie (1985), Ogihara (1996), Abusch (1988), and Iatridou (2000), in the

consequent in (2), would should be analyzed as the bare modal woll plus the past.
2There are well-known exceptions to this generalization. For example, consider (i) below:

(i) If that is a real diamond, then I am the Easter Bunny.
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(3) It is known that Jack is dead.

a. If he were alive, he would still be living in Boston.

b. #If he is alive, he will still be living in Boston.

Therefore, I will often refer to subjunctive conditionals as counterfactuals. In

this paper, I will discuss and offer an analysis of two related puzzles having

to do with the behavior of presuppositions in counterfactuals. One puzzle is

that while the antecedent of a subjunctive conditional can be (known to be)

counterfactual, its presuppositions cannot, as shown in the contrast below:

(4) John no longer smokes.

a. #If Charlie quits smoking next summer, he will feel healthier.

b. #If Charlie quit smoking next summer, he would feel healthier.

Both the indicative and the subjunctive conditional are infelicitous when uttered

in a context that does not entail their presuppositions (in our example the

presupposition that Charlie is a smoker). This is unsurprising for indicative

conditional as it is generally supposed that an indicative conditional is felicituos

only if its antecedent is compatible with the doxastic worlds. However, the fact

that a subjunctive conditional can only be uttered in a context that entails its

In this example, the speaker knows that the consequent is false (she is not the Easter Bunny)

and, consequently, for the conditional to be true, the antecedent must be false too. Yet, the

indicative conditional is necessary, the subjunctive counterpart being inappropriate in this

very same context:

(ii) If that were a real diamond, then I would be the Easter Bunny.

These cases, however, are different from the indicative conditionals considered in the text

and their semantic analysis is beyond the scope of this paper (see Iatridou (1990) for some

interesting data concerning the semantics and syntax of conditionals like (i)).
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presuppositions (if any) is surprising since its antecedent can be inconsistent

with the set of doxastic worlds, as in (3).

In 1.1, I will discuss the theories of Lewis (1979) and Kratzer (1991) and show

that their theories do not address this problem and, as such, they are incomplete.

In section 2, I will discuss Heim (1992)’s solution which simply stipulates that

the presuppositions of subjunctive conditionals have to be entailed by the set of

doxastic worlds. Moreover, I will show that her stipulation cannot account for

our second puzzle, instantiated by the pair in (5):

(5) Charlie no longer smokes.

a. #If Charlie quit smoking next summer, he would feel healthier.

b. If Charlie had quit smoking next summer, he would have felt health-

ier.

The counterfactual in (b), marked by the morphology of a past perfect instead

of a simple past, is unexpectedly felicitous. In this paper, I will call subjunctive

conditionals marked by a past (like (5-a)) one past subjunctive conditionals,

and subjunctive conditionals marked by a past perfect (like (5-b)), two pasts

subjunctive conditionals.

In sections 3, 4, and 5, I develop my proposal, which aims to account for

these unsolved puzzles. I will show that, once we unveil the quantification over

times hidden in subjunctive conditionals and provide a compositional analysis of

their meaning, their problematic properties turn out to be just another instance

of presupposition projection in quantified structures. The differences between

indicative and one past subjunctive conditionals one the one hand, and the

difference between one past and two pasts subjunctive conditionals on the other,

will be shown to follow from the analysis of these structures that I propose.
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In section 6, I argue that the theory of counterfactuals that I propose calls

for a theory of presuppositions as anaphoric, according to the suggestions in

Kripke (ms.) and Heim (1990). Finally, in section 7, I discuss Lewis (1979) in

more details, and I show that my proposal should be viewed as a modification

and an elaboration of his.

1.1 The background

Stalnaker (1975) points in the direction of a systematic account of the difference

between indicative and subjunctive conditionals. According to Stalnaker, both

types of conditionals have the same semantics. However, different pragmatic

constraints affect their truth-conditions, so that subjunctive and indicative con-

ditionals may express different propositions. Stalnaker suggests that this differ-

ence is reflected in the different mood. Before I explain what this difference is

in Stalnaker’s theory, I will present Kratzer’s analysis of conditional statements,

since the discussion in this paper is couched in terms more similar to hers. I

will then implement Stalnaker’s proposal about the indicative/subjunctive dis-

tinction in her framework.

I will assume that a conditional sentence has the structure argued for in

Kratzer (1981), Kratzer (1986), and Kratzer (1991). Following Lewis (1975)’s

treatment of adverbs of quantification, Kratzer does not analyze the connective

if as a two-place operator taking the antecedent and the consequent as its ar-

guments. Instead, she analyzes a conditional sentence as a tripartite structure:

the if -clause is interpreted as the restriction of a possibly covert modal opera-

tor, whereas the consequent is interpreted in the nuclear scope. The structure

determined by a modal operator is similar to any other quantificational struc-

ture. Similarly to Lewis (1973)3, in Kratzer’s analysis a modal operator comes

3In Lewis (1973), we have a set of accessible worlds and a comparative similarity relation.
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with two parameters, a modal base and an ordering source. The modal base is

the set of worlds w in
⋂
R(w), where R(w) is the conversational background,

i.e. the set of propositions that the function R assigns to w. Because for any

conversational background it is possible to define the corresponding accessibility

relation, in this paper, I will simplify the exposition by taking R to refer to the

accessibility relation, and R(w) to refer to the set of worlds accessible in w.4

Ordering sources rank all the worlds in the modal base according to how close

they get to some “ideal” in the evaluation world (where this “ideal” is also a set

of propositions). The skeletal structure is shown in the tree below.5

I shall return to Lewis (1973)’s analysis of counterfactual below.
4For any conversational background f , we can define the corresponding accessibility relation

Rf as follows:

(i) Rf := λw′.∀ p [ f(w)(p) = 1 → p(w′) = 1]

5I will work with an intensional semantics. The ontology and composition rules that I

assume and use are given in the Appendix in 8. For example, in (6) (where there is no

reference to times yet), the only intensional parameter is w: R and ϕ combines by Intensional

Conjunction, and [Modal+restriction] combines with ψ by Intensional Functional Application.
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The tree above is the structure of any conditional sentence, and the Modal

can be overt or covert. To illustrate how the pieces work together, consider the

epistemic indicative conditional below.

(7) If we are losing the game, Charlie must be pitching.

The parameters for the overt modal must are a modal base (derived from the

function R), and an ordering source G. In our example, R is epistemic and

will assign to a world w the set of propositions that the speaker knows in the

evaluation world w, so that the modal base R(w) will be the set of worlds where

all that the speaker knows in w is true. The ordering source is a stereotypical

ordering source: the accessible worlds (the worlds in the modal base) are ranked

according to how close they are to the speaker’s actual stereotypes. In general,

what R and G are is partly a lexical matter and partly a function of the context.

Going back to our epistemic conditional, R will have the meaning in (8).

(8) [[R]]c,g,w = λp<st>.λw
′. p(w′)= 1 and w′ is compatible with what the

speaker knows in w.
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I assume the following entries for the ordering source G and for the universal

modal operator, woll.

(9) [[G]]c,g,w = λp. λw′.w′ ∈ p and ¬∃w′′, w′′ ∈ p and w′′ <w w′.

(10) [[woll]]c,g,w = λp. λq. ∀w′ [p(w′) −→ q(w′)]

The truth-conditions for (7) are given in (11).6 Informally, these say that our

epistemic conditional is true just in case in all the worlds compatible with what

the speaker knows, in which it is true that we are losing the game and where at

least as many of the speaker’s stereotypes are true as in any other world where

we are losing the game, it is true that Charlie is pitching.

(11) [[ If we are losing the game, Charlie must be pitching ]]c,g,w is true in w

iff ∀w′ [we are losing the game in w′ and w′ ∈ R(w) and ¬∃w′′, w′′ ∈

R(w) and w′′ <w w′ −→ Charlie is pitching in w′]

Counterfactuals have the same structure. According to Kratzer, the differ-

ence between indicative conditionals and counterfactuals amounts to the differ-

ence between which modal base and ordering source must be invoked in either

case. She proposes that in counterfactuals the modal base is W (the set of all

possible worlds)7, and the ordering source is totally realistic.8

This is very close to the spirit of Lewis (1973)’s analysis of counterfactuals,

according to which a counterfactual ϕ �→ ψ, where �→ is the counterfac-

tual necessity operator, has the following truth-conditions (again, I simplify by

6For simplicity sake, and following Stalnaker (1968) and Heim (1992), I make the Limit

Assumption, i.e. that there is a non-empty set of ϕ-worlds maximally similar to the evaluation

world. However, I depart from Stalnaker in that I do not assume that the set of ϕ-worlds is

always a singleton.
7Saying that the modal base is W is to say that the conversational background is empty.
8An ordering source G is totally realistic iff

T
G(w) = {w}
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making the Limit Assumption).

(12) ϕ �→ ψ is (non-vacuously) true at a world w with respect to a set

of accessible worlds R, and a given comparative similarity system, just

in case: There is ϕ-world w′ in Rw such that, for any world w′′, if

w′′ ≤w w′ then ϕ→ ψ holds at w′′.

In Lewis (1973) the essential component in the meaning of counterfactuals is

an assignment to each world w of two elements: a set of accessible worlds Rw

(a sphere of accessibility), and a comparative similarity relation ≤w, defined as

follows: w′ ≤w w′′ means that the world w′ is at least as similar to w as w′′ is.9

In Lewis’s system, a world is not assigned a single sphere of accessibility (this is

the case for strict conditional simpliciter), but a set of spheres of accessibility

$.10 Referring back to the truth-conditions above, the comparative similarity

relation guarantees that all the ϕ-worlds in accessibility spheres more distant

from the evaluation world w than the ϕ-worlds in Rw will not count, when

evaluating a counterfactual.11 The same is true in Kratzer’s proposal, where

to each world w a single sphere of accessibility is assigned, i.e. W: the totally

realistic ordering source will pick the ϕ-worlds in W that are most similar to w

(as allowed by the truth of the antecedent).

However, only Stalnaker (1975) explicitly addresses the question of what

the distinction between indicative and subjunctive conditionals is. Stalnaker’s
9Lewis calls such an assignment a (centered) comparative similarity system just in case,

for each world w, the following conditions hold: (1) the relation ≤w is transitive, strongly

connected, self-accessible, strictly ≤w-minimal, and finally, accessible worlds are more similar

to w than inaccessible worlds; Lewis (1973)[48]. For more on Lewis’s similarity relation, see

section 7.
10$w is centered on w; nested; closed under union; closed under intersection.
11This explains why the inferences Strengthening the Antecedent, Contraposition and Tran-

sitivity fail to hold in counterfactuals. See Lewis (1973) and Stalnaker (1968) among others.
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proposal is that the two types of conditionals are associated with different prag-

matic constraints. Implemented in Kratzer’s framework, indicative conditionals

require R(w) to be the context set c, i.e. the set of worlds compatible with

what is presupposed by the participants in the conversation.12 This require-

ment explains why indicative conditionals cannot be felicitously uttered if it is

known that the antecedent is false. Subjunctive conditionals, instead, allow for

the set of accessible worlds to be bigger than the context set (c ⊆ R(w)), thus

explaining why subjunctive conditionals are felicitous when their antecedents

are incompatible with what the speaker assumes to be true. According to Stal-

naker, the subjunctive mood is a conventional device that indicates that some

of the speaker assumptions may have been suspended and that it is possible

that c ⊂ R(w).13

I assume that propositions are partial functions from world-time pairs to

truth-values, i.e. they are evaluated with respects to two parameters, a worlds

and a time, as shown below: [[ p ]]w,t = 1 iff p is true in w at t. As will

become clearer later, I assume that there are two times that contribute to the

interpretation of a sentence, call them the evaluation time and the event

time. The tensed proposition that-Jack will leave tomorrow is the set of world-

time pairs {〈w, t〉: Jack will leave tomorrow is true in w at t}, where the event

time is manipulated by the future operator. What we will be mainly concerned

with is the evaluation time t. Contexts sets c are sets of propositions. A

proposition p is admitted in a context c just in case it is defined for each <w,t>
12This is a simplification of Stalnaker’s notion of the context set. See Stalnaker (1978),

Stalnaker (2000), for a detailed presentation of his views.
13Because Stalnaker (1975)’s discussion of this point is rather informal, it is subject of

debate whether the pragmatic constraint at work in subjunctive conditionals is c ⊂ R(w)

or the weaker c ⊆ R(w) (von Fintel (1998)). In light of Anderson (1951)’s discussion of

subjunctive conditionals whose antecedents cannot be believed to be countefactual by the

speaker, only the weaker constraint c ⊆ R(w) can be maintained.
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in c. For a sentence ϕ to be an assertion, ϕ’s presuppositions (if any) must be

entailed by c. An assertion of ϕ shrinks c to c ∩ ϕ.

In this paper, I formalize the truth-conditions for counterfactuals as shown

in (14). R(w) refers to the modal base, i.e. the set of worlds accessible from w.

(13) If Charlie were pitching right now, we would be losing.

(14) [[If Charlie were pitching right now, we would be losing]]c,g,w = is

true in w just in case ∀w′ [Charlie is pitching right now in w′ and w′ ∈

R(w) and ¬∃w′′[w′′ ∈ R(w) and Charlie is pitching right now in w′′ and

w′′ <w w′] −→ we are losing in w′]

In the next subsection, I will introduce the first modification of this picture.

Then, I will be ready to introduce the puzzle of presuppositions in subjunctive

conditionals.

1.2 The Time parameter of accessibility

In my analysis of counterfactuals (more generally, of subjunctive conditionals),

I propose that:

1. The accessibility relation R is evaluated not only with respect to a world

parameter but also with respect to a time parameter.

2. R is metaphysical. I will refer to it as met. The worlds that met selects

are worlds that have the same history as the evaluation world up to the

evaluation time. The modal base is met(w)(t), the set of worlds that

share the same history as w up to t.

(15) [[met]]c,g,w,t = λp ∈ D<i<st>> .λw′. w′ has the same history as w up

to t and p(w′)(t) =1.
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3. In counterfactuals (subjunctive conditionals more generally), the ordering

source is the similarity function Sim, which – following Heim (1992) – I

will define it as in (16), which informally says that there is no world w′′

more similar to the evaluation world than the p–worlds w′.

(16) [[sim]]c,g,t,w = λp ∈ D<st>. λw′. p(w′) = 1 and ¬∃w′′[ p(w′′) = 1 and

w′′ <w w′].

A few remarks are in order here.14 First, the similarity function that I am as-

suming is very similar to Lewis’s time independent notion of overall similarity.

However, as I will argue in section 7 when I will discuss Lewis (1979), a notion

of overall similarity is not enough to provide the right truth-conditions for coun-

terfactuals, and together with overall similarity we also need a time-dependent

accessibility relation.

2 Counterfactuality and presuppositions

In the case of subjunctive conditionals we do not want the modal base to be

restricted to the worlds in c because typically the antecedent of a subjunctive

conditional is known to be inconsistent with what is assumed to be true, as the

following example shows.

14The modal operator woll is time and world independent in that its extension does not

change at different times and in different worlds:

(i) [[woll]]c,g,t,w = λp.λq. ∀w′ [p(w′) → q(w′)].

In this system, the time and world dependence of conditional sentences does not come from

the modal operator per se but it comes from the contribution of the accessibility relation and

the similarity function.
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(17) Jack is dead.

If Jack were alive, he would come to the ceremony.

However, when the antecedent of a counterfactual conditional carries a presup-

position trigger, the presupposition in the antecedent cannot be inconsistent

with the common ground. To illustrate this point, consider the example in (19).

As argued in Musan (1997), most predicates contain the presupposition that

their subject be in existence or alive at the time when the predicate is said to

hold of them.15 For example, the definedness and truth conditions for to come

will look as follows.

(18) [[come]]c,g,w,t(x) is defined only if x is alive at t in w; if defined,

[[come]]c,g,w,t(x) = 1 iff x comes at t in w.

Thus, (19) is infelicitous because the antecedent’s presupposition that Jack will

be alive next June, is inconsistent with the assumption that Jack already died.

(19) Jack is dead.

#If Jack came to the graduation next June, he would be proud of Sally.

The infelicity of the example above cannot be due to the inconsistency between

the antecedent and c, since the sentence in (16) is felicitous, but it is due to

the inconsistency between the presupposition of the antecedent and what is

presupposed to be true in the context of utterance.

Neither Lewis’s nor Kratzer’s semantic analysis of counterfactuals draws a

distinction between what a counterfactual supposes and what it presupposes,

and, consequently, their analyses do not immediately account for the felicity
15Exceptions to this generalization are ‘existence independent’ predicates like be famous,

which do not contain a lifetime presupposition (Musan (1997) p. 283).
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contrast between (17) and (19). There are two possible strategies in which

these analyses of counterfactuals could treat the “presupposed” material. The

first strategy is to treat the presupposition as part of the asserted content, i.e.

as part of the antecedent itself. This strategy seems to be the closest to the

spirit of their theories. For example, Lewis (1973)’s recipe to get the truth-

conditions for counterfactuals, is to look for possible worlds that differ from

the actual world only as much as it is required by the truth of the antecedent.

Because no distinction is made between what the antecedent supposes and what

it presupposes, (17) and (19) are treated in exactly the same way: in (17) the

worlds that are selected are worlds where Jack did not die when he actually

did and he is alive now; in (19) the selected worlds are worlds where Jack

did not die when he actually did, will be alive next June, and will come to

the graduation next June. A similar point can be made for Kratzer’s theory of

counterfactuals. There, the modal base is W , which means that we are certainly

going to find accessible worlds where Jack did not quit smoking last year and

will continue to smoke until the time next summer when he is supposed to quit.

However, if this strategy is adopted, the counterfactual in (19) is predicted to

be equivalent to (20), where the “presupposed” material has been added overtly

to the antecedent.

(20) If Jack were alive and came to the graduation next June, he would be

proud of Sally.

However, unlike (19), (20) is felicitous when uttered in a context where it is

known that Jack already died. I believe that the contrast stems from the fact

that what was presupposed in (19) (that Jack will be alive next June) is no

longer presupposed but is part of the supposition itself in (20). The conclusion

is that, in so far as these theories of counterfactuals do not make the distinction
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between presuppositions and suppositions, they cannot account for the contrast

between (17) and (19).

The second strategy is to treat the proposition that Jack will be alive at

the time of the graduation next June as a presupposition. Suppose we fol-

low Stalnaker (1978), Stalnaker (2000), Karttunen (1974), Heim (1982), Heim

(1992), and others, and assume that propositions are sets of worlds; that the

operation of adding a proposition p to a proposition r amounts to intersecting

{w ∈ W : w ∈ p} and {w ∈ W : w ∈ r}; and that this operation is defined

only if r already entails p’s presuppositions. Furthermore, let us call r the lo-

cal context of p. Now, when adding the antecedent ϕ to the modal base – R

in (6) above – ϕ’s presuppositions must be entailed by it. Since in Kratzer’s

theory R is W , and W never has the right entailments, the theory is able to

derive the contrast between (17) and (19): the latter, but not the former, has

a presupposition in the antecedent, but the modal base – the local context for

the antecedent – does not entail it.16

However, as pointed out by Heim (1992), when we apply this theory of pre-

suppositions to Kratzer’s analysis of counterfactuals, we run into problems, for

we would expect all counterfactuals that have presuppositions in the antecedent

to be infelicitous. Here is why. As the structure in (6) shows, the local context

for ϕ is R. However, in Kratzer’s analysis, R is W and W never has the right

entailments. So, if ϕ carries a presupposition (as in (21)), the truth-conditions

of the whole conditional should come out undefined, and the sentence should be

infelicitous. Instead, (21) is felicitous.

(21) Jack is alive.

16What we have just said and what follows holds also if we take propositions to be sets of

world-time pairs <w,t>, and the modal base to be W × T , i.e. the set of all the world-time

pairs.
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If Jack came to the graduation next June, he would be proud of Sally.

We then face a dilemma. On the one hand, the modal base cannot be c, as

the antecedent can be known to be false; on the other hand, the modal base

cannot be W either, because if there are presuppositions in the antecedent of

the counterfactual, they must be entailed by the modal base. In order to solve

this dilemma, Heim (1992) suggested that the modal base for a counterfactual

is a revision of c, i.e. a superset of the context set obtained by suspending some

of the actual assumptions (in order to add the counterfactual antecedent), but

retaining some other assumptions, i.e. the presuppositions in the antecedent (if

any). Heim’s original definition of the revision of c in Context Change Semantics

is given below.

(22) context change potential for indicative conditionals

c + if ϕ, ψ = {w ∈ c : simw(c+ ϕ) + ψ = simw(c+ ϕ)}

(23) For any context c, LF ϕ:

revϕ(c), the revision of c for ϕ, is
⋃
{X ⊆ W: c ⊆ X and

X + ϕ is defined}

(24) context change potential for counterfactuals

c + if ϕ, would ψ = {w ∈ c : simw(revϕ(c) + ϕ) + ψ = simw(c+ ϕ)}

Because the revision of c can entail the presuppositions in the antecedent of

a counterfactual only if c itself does, this explains why If Jack came to the

graduation next June, he would be proud of Sally can felicitously be uttered

only in a context where it is assumed that Jack is alive (and will be alive at the

time of the ceremony).
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Clearly, Kratzer’s and Lewis’s analyses would have to be implemented along

the lines suggested by Heim in order to account for the contrast betwen coun-

terfactuals whose presuppositions have antecedents and counterfactuals whose

presuppositions do not. However, there are two reasons why I believe that

Heim’s solution is less than fully satisfactory:

1. The revision of c purports to solve the dilemma by stipulating that the

presuppositions of the antecedent (if any) stay in the local context to which

the antecedent is added. Heim’s revision captures the facts but does not

explain them.17

17Does Heim’s revision of the context set have problems with the presuppositions in the

consequent of a counterfactual? Panzeri (2000) claims that the following example is incorrectly

predicted to be infelictous by Heim’s revision theory, since at least some of the worlds in

revϕ(c) + ϕ are going to be worlds where Fred does not have a car:

(i) If Fred had realized that Wilma didn’t come to the party, he would have jumped in

his car to go and look for her.

However, I think this example does not show that Heim’s theory makes the wrong prediction.

This is because the function Simw is going to chose those among the worlds in revϕ(c) + ϕ

that maximally resemble w, for any w in the context set. And in the worlds in revϕ(c) +

ϕ that are maximally similar to w, Fred does have a car. So, examples like (i) are correctly

handled by Heim’s analysis. The same is true for examples such as (ii) below, which is only

felicitous if Jack was a smoker when he died. The job of selecting the right worlds is again

performed by by Simw.

(ii) (Jack died last year.) For the past two weeks, it has been illegal to smoke in bars and

restaurants in Boston.

I am sure that if Jack were alive, he would quit smoking soon.

Other cases which appear to be problematic for Heim’s revision can be handled by her theory,

once they are analyzed as involving a de re construal of the presupposition trigger (Graham

Katz, p.c.). If the presupposition trigger his car is construed de re, we no longer expect the
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2. If we stipulate that in counterfactuals the local context for the antecedent

ϕ is revϕ(c), we account for the infelicity of the one past subjunctive

conditional in (25)-a, but we also incorrectly predict that the two pasts

subjunctive conditional in (25)-b should be infelicitous.

(25) Jack died last year.

a. #If Jack came to the graduation next June, he would be proud of

Lucy.

b. If he had come to the graduation next June, he would have been

proud of Lucy.

Both conditionals are future counterfactuals, and in both, the antecedent

contains the presupposition that Jack will be alive at the time of the grad-

uation. However, only the one past subjunctive conditional is infelicitous

in a context in which it is known that Jack is dead. To strengthen this

point, consider another example with a different presupposition trigger.

(26) Jack quit smoking a year ago.

#If Jack quit smoking next summer, he would lose the marathon.

(27) Jack quit smoking a year ago.

If Jack had quit smoking next summer, he would have lost the marathon.

Stipulating with Heim (1992) that counterfactuals are felicitous only if ut-

presupposition that Fred has a villa to be true in the selected worlds where he is extremely

poor.

(iii) Fred owns a beautiful villa. If Fred were extremely poor, his villa would be somebody

else’s.
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tered in contexts that entail the presuppositions in their antecedents, does

not account for the contrast between (26) and (27). The generalization

seems to be the following.

(28) The restriction that the presuppositions in the antecedent of a subjunc-

tive conditional must be entailed by the context only holds for one past

subjunctive conditionals.

In light of points 1 and 2, I will argue that the phenomenon of presupposition

projection in one past subjunctive conditionals and the difference between one

past and two pasts subjunctive conditionals can be explained if we give a com-

positional semantics for these conditionals that also accounts for the occurrence

of temporal and aspectual morphology. In (25)a above, a morphological past

occurs, the past incorporated into the modal would, analyzed as woll + past.

In (25)b, a past perfect occurs, i.e. one past on would, and the perfect have.18

Our working hypothesis is that whether the presuppositions in the antecedent

of a subjunctive conditional must be entailed by the context or not depends on

whether a past or a past perfect occurs.

To recapitulate the discussion so far, the ϕ-worlds that are selected in sub-

junctive conditionals can be outside c, since a subjunctive conditional is appro-

priate if ϕ itself is known to be false. However, there are limits to how removed

from the context the selected hypothetical worlds can be for, if the antecedent

carries a presupposition trigger, the presuppositions in the antecedent must

be entailed by c. To put it differently, whereas the supposition expressed by

the antecedent of a one past subjunctive conditional can be counterfactual, its

presuppositions cannot. Lewis’s and Kratzer’s theories of counterfactuals can
18See Palmer (1986), Palmer (2000), Iatridou (2000), and references cited there, for the idea

that have is the morphological realization of the perfect.
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account for this fact only if implemented in the way suggested by Heim (1992).

However, Heim’s stipulation does not account for the contrast between one past

and two past subjunctive conditionals.

3 Quantification over times in subjunctive con-

ditionals

In answering the question of what the semantic analysis of subjunctive condi-

tionals should be we will answer the following questions:

• What is the difference between indicative and subjunctive conditionals?

• What is the role of the past and perfect morphology in the composition

of the meaning of a subjunctive conditional?

Iatridou (2000) observed that the past morphology in subjunctive condition-

als is not interpreted temporally, as the event of pitching in If Charlie pitched

tomorrow, we would lose the baseball game is supposed to take place in the fu-

ture, and not in the past. What follows in this paper is inspired by Iatridou’s

intuition, i.e. that the temporal morphology that is the hallmark of subjunctive

conditionals actively contributes to the construction of the modal meaning. For

lack of space, I cannot discuss her proposal. Let me say, however, that I depart

from Iatridou’s idea that past morphology has a “core meaning” that may apply

to two different kinds of entities, times and worlds, delivering the temporal in-

terpretation when applied to times, and the modal interpretation when applied

to worlds. I claim that temporal and aspectual operators only have a temporal

and aspectual interpretation. Tense and aspect contribute to the composition

of modal meaning when they are interpreted in a different structural position.

In the next sections, I will develop my proposal. First, I will show that the
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simplest theory, according to which the past morphology is the realization of a

semantic past, cannot be maintained. Then, I will show that what we need is a

slightly more complicated story, where the past is analyzed as the morphological

realization of a perfect operator.

3.1 What the past is not

In the simplest theory, the morphological past on the abstract modal operator

woll in If Jack were alive, he would come to the ceremony next June is the

realization of a semantic past.

(29) t (by TFA2)hhhhhhhhhhhhh

(((((((((((((

past

i

t (by IFA)hhhhhhhhhhhhhh

((((((((((((((

〈st,t〉̀
`````̀

       

Modal

〈〈st〉〈〈st 〉t〉〉

〈st〉̀
````̀

      

SIM

〈〈st〉〈 st〉〉

〈st〉

(by TFA1,IFA)
XXXXX
�����

met

〈〈i〈st〉〉〈st〉〉

Jack

non-past alive

t

he non-past

come to the

ceremony

next June

t

I will assume the presuppositional variant of the referential analysis of tense

(Heim (1994))19, according to which tense comes with a presupposition and
19A referential analysis of tense has been proposed by Partee (1973), Enç (1986), Kratzer

(1998). Although I assume this theory of tense, nothing crucially depends on this choice.

A theory of tenses as quantifiers over times, where the quantifier is contextually restricted,

would have been equally suitable.
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selects the contextually salient time satisfying that presupposition.

(30) [[past1]]c,g,t,w = defined only if gc(1) ≺ t; if defined, [[past1]]c,g,t,w =

gc(1).

The final step of the computation will be as shown below.

(31) [[If Jack non-past alive, he non-past come to the ceremony next

June]]c,g,w,t ([[past1]]g,c,w,t)

As for the temporal interpretation of both the antecedent and the consequent

clauses, I assume that clauses are evaluated with respect to two times, call

one the time of evaluation and the other the time of the event. For example,

in an utterance of an unembedded sentence like Jack won the race, the time

of evaluation is the speech time, whereas the time of the event is the past

time at which the winning took place. Tenses can also manipulate the time

of evaluation, as in the case of subjunctive conditionals. past controls met’s

time of evaluation and the time of evaluation of both ϕ and ψ. Since according

to the proposal we are entertaining in this section, the time of evaluation is a

past time, and since the time of the event in both ϕ and ψ is future relative to

this past time, an operator (which I called non-past) shifting the time of the

event to some time non-past relative to the evaluation time must occur in both

clauses.20

20We will go back to this issue at the point when I will introduce my proposal for the

structure of subjunctive conditionals. The definition of the non-past operator is as follows:

(i) [[ non-past ]]g,c,w,t, = λP<i,t>.∃t′ [t′ � t and P(w)(t′) = 1]

Note that one question remains open, i.e. the question of what forces the consequent clause

to be interpreted as future relative to the antecedent clause. See Lewis (1979) and section 7
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Given our assumptions about the semantics of a conditional sentence, (31)

amounts to (32)-a. past will manipulate the evaluation time of the whole

conditional, in particular the time parameter of met.21

(32) a. [∀w′[∃t′ � t [Jack is alive in w′ at t′ and w′ is metaphysically

accessible from w at t and is as similar to w as any other accessible

ϕ-world −→ ∃t′′ � t [he will come to the ceremony in w′ at t′′ and

t′′ is next June]] ([[past1]]g,c,w,t)

= (by TFA-2)

b. [λt.∀w′[∃t′ � t [Jack is alive in w′ at t′ and w′ is metaphysically

accessible from w at t and is as similar to w as any other accessible

ϕ-world −→ ∃t′′ � t [he will come to the ceremony in w′ at t′′ and

t′′ is next June]] ([[past1]]c,g,w,t)

= (by FA and the entry for past)

c. ∀w′[∃t′ � t [Jack is alive in w′ at t′ and w′ is metaphysically acces-

sible from w at g(1) and is as similar to w as any other accessible

ϕ-world −→ ∃t′′ � t [he will come to the graduation in w′ at t′′

and t′′ is next June], defined only if gc(1) ≺ t.

Since t is the evaluation time of the whole structure, it is interpreted as the

speech time. According to (32)-c the subjunctive conditional If Jack were alive,

in this paper for some remarks on this question.
21The operation of combining met (type <<i<st>>,<st>>) with the antecedent propo-

sition ϕ (type t) is done by means of Intensional Functional Application and what I call

Temporal Functional Application-1, abstracting over the world and time parameters of ϕ re-

spectively. In order to combine the past (type i) with the rest of the conditional structure

(type t), I define a variant of the Temporal Functional Application (TFA-2), which lifts the

type t to <i,t>, by abstracting over the time parameter, so that it can take past as its

argument. In the Appendix, I give the definition of these composition rules.
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he would come to the ceremony is true in w at t just in case all the worlds ac-

cessible from w at some (contextually salient) past time, where Jack is alive and

maximally similar to the actual world, are worlds in which he will come to the

ceremony next June. There is an immediate problem with this truth-conditions.

Since the evaluation time is past and the event times of the antecedent and the

consequent clauses are only required to be non-past relative to the evaluation

time, the event time is allowed to be future relative to the evaluation time but

past relative to the speech time. The semantics just given incorrectly predicts

that a past adverbial should be able to occur in a one-past subjnuctive condi-

tionals, contrary to fact. (*If Jack were alive yesterday, he would come to the

ceremony).

Even if this problem could be solved, the analysis sketched above raises other

serious problems as well. Following von Fintel (1994), Beaver (1995), and others,

let us assume the following presupposition:

(33) No Empty Restriction. The restriction of a quantifier cannot be

empty.

According to (33), it is a presupposition of quantifiers that their restriction

cannot be empty. Applied to our conditional sentence, the principle requires that

the necessity operator ∀w (woll) not have an empty restriction, i.e. that there

be ϕ-worlds accessible at the contextually salient past time gc(1).22 Informally,

for our conditional If Jack were alive tomorrow, he would come to the graduation

to be felicitous, it is only required that worlds where Jack is alive were accessible

at some past time, and it is not required that some world where Jack is alive is

accessible at the speech time. This is a welcome result, since it accounts for why
22The requirement is that sim(α) 6= ∅, where α is the complement of sim, and this can only

be the case if α is not empty, i.e. if there are ϕ-worlds accessible at g(1).
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this subjunctive conditional can be felicitously uttered when the antecedent is

known to be counterfactual. The relevant past time for (17) is made salient by

the antecedent itself: it is the time immediately before Jack died, when worlds

where he is alive now were still accessible.

The simple theory sketched above, however, cannot account for the contrast

between the felicity of (17) and the infelicity of (19) because it cannot derive the

fact that the presuppositions in the antecedent must hold at the speech time.

Given (29) and (32)-c, If Jack came to the graduation next June, he would be

proud of Sally is true in w at t just in case the conditional [If Jack non-past

come to the graduation next June, he non-past be proud of Sally] was true in w

at some time t′, where t′ ≺ t. Because the time parameter of met is determined

by past, the operation of intersecting (adding) ϕ (the proposition that Jack

will come to the graduation next June) with met(w)(t′) (the set of worlds

metaphysically accessible at the past time t′) is only defined if the presupposition

of ϕ (that Jack will be alive next June) is entailed by met(w)(t′). Requiring that

ϕ’s presuppositions be entailed by the set of worlds metaphysically accessible

at some past t′ is requiring that ϕ’s presuppositions be entailed by the set of

worlds metaphysically accessible at the speech time too (since this is a subset of

the worlds metaphysically accessible at t′). In other words, for the conditional

to be felicitous, it is required that it is true at the speech time that Jack will

be alive next June. However, there were worlds metaphysically accessible at t′

where Jack will die for example tomorrow. These worlds must be ignored if the

modal base met(w)(t′) must have the right entailments. We do that by locally

accommodating ϕ’s presuppositions into met(w)(t′). The problem is that, as

we can eliminate worlds where Jack will die tomorrow, we can also eliminate

worlds where he died, say, yesterday (assume that t′ is earlier than yesterday),

so as to locally accommodate the antecedent into met(w)(t′). By doing so,
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though, we incorrectly predict that the subjunctive conditional If Jack came to

the graduation next June, he would be proud of Sally should be felicitous when

Jack is dead. Intuitively, with the truth-conditions and the structure given in

(32)c and (29) respectively, we cannot account for why the presuppositions in

the antecedent of a one past subjunctive conditional must be consistent with

the actual world at the speech time.

To recapitulate, a simple theory where the morphological past that we see

in one past subjunctive conditionals is the realization of a semantic past is

not tenable since it does not account for the puzzle with which we began, i.e.

the fact that whereas the antecedent of a one past subjunctive conditional can

be counterfactual, its presuppositions cannot. The morphological past cannot

be a semantic past. In the next section, I will present my proposal which,

I argue, explains the puzzles while accounting for the occurrence of temporal

morphology.

3.2 What looks like past is perfect

We need a slightly more complicated theory. Suppose that the morphological

past that we see in subjunctive conditionals is the realization of a Universal

Perfect. Following von Fintel and Iatridou (2002)’s analysis of the Perfect in

English23, I shall assume that the Perfect is an operator that introduces a time

interval, the “perfect time span”, and that the right and the left boundary of

this interval are set by Tense and (optional) perfect adverbials, respectively.

The Perfect comes in two types, Universal Perfect (UP) and Existential Perfect

(EP).

(34) a. Charlie has been pitching since 1998. UP

23This is a version of Dowty’s theory of the perfect (Dowty (1979):343).
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b. Charlie has pitched (once) since 1998. EP

In what follows, I will ignore EP, and I will focus entirely on UP. The UP

sentence in (34-a) claims that there is an interval stretching from now back to

some time in 1998 such that at all of its (contextually relevant) subintervals

Charlie pitched. The universal interpretation is achieved by means of the ing

suffix (imperfective aspect) on the verb. The skeletal structure for (34-a) is given

here below. Here are the definitions of the Perfect and of the right boundary

taken from von Fintel and Iatridou (2002).24

(35) [[Perf]]c,g,t,w = λP<it>.∃t′ : RB(t, t′) and [[P]]c,g,w(t′) = 1.

(36) RB(t, t′) – t is the right boundary of t′ – iff t∩t′ 6= ∅ and ∃t′′ ⊆ t : t′ � t′′.

(37) a. [[ [TP Pres [Perf since 1998 [AspP Imp [V P Charlie pitch]]]] ]]c,g,w,t

= 1 iff ∃t : RB(t, t′) and LB(1998, t′) and ∀t′′ ⊆ t′: Charlie pitch

in w at t′′.

The entry for [[∀⊆]] is the following.

(38) [[∀⊆]]c,g,t,w = λP<it>.∀t′ ⊆ t: [[P]]w(t′) = 1.

My proposal is that a UP is interpreted in the modal domain and that this

is what explains the puzzles of subjunctive conditionals. Given the structure
24von Fintel and Iatridou (2002)’s definition of the left boundary is as follows:

(i) LB(t, t′) – t′ is the left boundary of t′ – iff t ∩ t′ 6= ∅ and ∃t′′ ⊆ t : t′ � t′′.

See references cited above for arguments in support of these definitions of right and left bound-

aries. With respect to the universal interpretation of the perfect and the imperfective aspect,

note that, according to von Fintel and Iatridou (2002), the universal quantifier (imperfective

aspect) is needed only in the absence of a predicate having the subinterval property.
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for conditional sentences that I set up above, a temporal/aspectual element

is interpreted in the modal domain when it determines what the time of the

accessibility relation R is. Thus, a subjunctive conditional is a (bare) conditional

embedded under the structure of a universal perfect.

(39) t (by TFA1)hhhhhhhh
((((((((

Perf

〈〈it〉t〉

t (by TFA1)hhhhhhhhhhh

(((((((((((

∀⊆

〈〈it〉t〉

t (by IFA)hhhhhhhhhh

((((((((((

〈st,t〉̀
`````

      

woll

〈〈st〉〈〈st〉t〉〉

〈st〉
XXXXX
�����

sim

〈〈st〉〈 st〉〉

〈st〉

(by TFA1,IFA)
aaa

!!!

met

〈〈i〈st〉〉〈st〉〉

ϕ

t

ψ

t

Given the structure above, the truth-conditions for the subjunctive condi-

tional If Jack came to the graduation next June, he would be proud of Sally will

be as in (40).25

(40) [[If Jack quit smoking next summer, he would lose the marathon]]c,g,w,t

= 1 iff

∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [∀w′ [w′ is metaphysically accessible from w at

t′′ ∧ it is true in w′ at t′′ that Jack will quit smoking next summer ∧
25In the Appendix, I give a derivation of the truth-conditions given in (40). For simplicity,

I write will in (40), instead of making explicit the contribution of the non-past operator in

the truth conditions, as I did in (32).
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¬∃w′′: [w′′ is metaphysically accessible fom w at t′′ and s.t. it is true

in w′′ at t′′ that Jack will quit smoking next summer ∧ w′′ is overall

more similar to w than w′] −→ it is true in w′ at t′′ that Jack will lose

the marathon]]

A subjunctive conditional is a (bare) conditional embedded under a univer-

sal perfect. The time parameter of the (metaphysical) accessibility relation is

bound by the universal quantifier, which quantifies over the subintervals of the

perfect operator. There is an apparent difference between the structure that I

have proposed above and Kratzer’s, Lewis’s, and Heim’s analyses of counter-

factuals. In the latter ones, the modal base is a single set of worlds (W for

Kratzer, $ for Lewis, revϕ(c) for Heim), and the antecedent is intersected with

(“added to”) this single set. In my proposal, instead, the operation of inter-

secting the antecedent ϕ with a set of worlds (the modal base) is performed for

each subinterval t′′ of the perfect interval. So, for each time t′′ the antecedent

is added to the set of worlds metaphysically accessible at t′′. Therefore, the

presuppositions of ϕ (if any) must be entailed by met(w)(t′) for each t′′ ⊆ t′.

Now, we can construe the union of all these sets, i.e.
⋃

t′′⊆t′met(w)(t′). Since

a proposition is entailed by its members if it is entailed by its union, the above

requirement amounts to requiring that the presuppositions of ϕ be entailed by⋃
t′′⊆t′met(w)(t′). Thus, you could rephrase my proposal so as to make refer-

ence to the single set of worlds
⋃

t′′⊆t′met(w)(t′) as the modal base, in line to

what others have done.

In 4.3, I will argue that the structure of the bare conditional emdedded under

the temporal and aspectual structure is in fact the structure of an indicative

conditional. A subjunctive conditional if ϕ, would ψ is true in w at t just in

case for all subintervals t′′ of the perfect interval t′, the indicative counterpart
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if ϕ, ψ is true at t′′.26

Just a note on why overall similarity is needed in addition to a time-

dependent R. When we evaluate If Jack quit smoking next summer, he would

lose the marathon as true, we must be disregarding some of the worlds accessible

at the time before Jack quit smoking a year ago, i.e. those worlds where, for

example, Jack will quit smoking next summer but he develops superpowers. If

we did not disregard those worlds, we would judge the conditional false for it is

not true that in all the worlds accessible a year ago before Jack quit smoking in
26In section 3.1 I observed that, in order to temporally locate the time of the event for

both antecedent and consequent clauses with respect to the evaluation time, we needed to

postulate the presence of the non-past operator. Something similar must be assumed for the

structure in (39) too. Subjunctive conditionals that are about the present tell us that having

a future operator (instead of non-past would not work. The conditional is evaluated with

respect to the whole perfect interval, whose rightmost subinterval is the speech time. For each

subinterval t′′ (whether t′′ is a past time or the speech time), the non-past operator correctly

requires that the time of Jack’s being sober (which is now) be non-past with respect to t′′. A

future operator – in place of the non-past operator – would deliver the wrong meaning.

(i) If Jack were sober now, he would be able to walk straight.

For lack of space, I cannot justify the assumption that such a non-past operator is present

in subjunctive conditionals; I leave it here as a stipulation. However, note that the presence

of such an operator seems to relate to the fact that past adverbials cannot occur in one-past

subjunctive conditionals.

(ii) If Jack were sober now/in two hours/*two hours ago, he would be able to walk straight.

The presence of this operator forces the time of the event of both antecedent and consequent

clauses to be either past or present w.r.t. the evaluation time. Because in one past subjunctive

conditionals the evaluation time is a perfect interval whose right boundary is the speech time,

the time of the event for both antecedent and consequent clauses must be either future or

present w.r.t. to this whole interval, and a fortiori future or present w.r.t. to the speech time.
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which he will quit next smmer, he will lose the marathon. What we need to do

in order to predict the judgment that the conditional is true is to consider only

those worlds accessible before Jack’s death that are overall as similar as possible

to the actual world, and in those worlds Jack will not develop superpowers. As

we saw above, this is precisely the job of sim.

4 Quantification over times and presupposition

projection

Reconsider the contrast between the possibility that the antecedent is coun-

terfactual (example (41)) and the requirement that the presuppositions in the

antecedent (if any), be entailed by the context (example (42)).

(41) Jack is dead.

If Jack were alive, he would come to the ceremony.

(42) Jack is dead.

#If Jack came to the ceremony, he would be proud of Sally.

The aim of the next section is to show that once we unveil the temporal quan-

tificational structure in subjunctive conditionals, the puzzles discussed above

are reduced to the behavior of presupposition projection in non-modal, non-

temporal sentences. Moreover, the discussion will point to some new facts in

the domain of presuppositions, about which I will briefly speculate.

4.1 The puzzle of subjunctive conditionals solved

In (33) I mentioned the “No Empty Restriction” principle. Here, I would like

to claim that the following generalization, which I labelled Projection, holds.
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(43) Projection

a. If a quantifier Q2 occurs in the nuclear scope of another quantifier

Q1, and a variable bound by Q1 occurs in the restriction of Q2, then

the existential presupposition of Q2 acts as a domain restrictor for

Q2.

Q1[R . . . ] [NS Q2 [R.. x1..][NS . . . ]]

b. Any other presupposition trigger in the nuclear scope of Q1 does

not act as a domain restrictor for Q1.

Part (b) says that in a configuration like Q1[R .. ][NS .. pt ..], where pt is

the presupposition trigger in the nuclear scope of Q1, the presupposition p(x)

must be true of every x in the domain of Q1. So, the claim is that a sentence

like Every child1 brought his1 toy is felicitous only if every child in the relevant

domain has a toy.

Now, part (a) of the claim is instantiated by cases like (44), with the logical

form given in (45).

(44) Every friend of every boy attended the party.

(45) Shhhhhhhh
((((((((

∀x: boyx

Pres: ∃x: boy(x)

S
XXXXXX
������

∀y: friend (x, y)

Pres: ∃y: friendx, y

y attended the party

The claim is that this structure generates the presupposition: ∃x [boy(x)

∧ ∃y: friend(y,x)]. The presupposition of the sentence is not that there are

boys and that every boy has friends. The actual presupposition is weaker, i.e.

that there are boys with friends. This difference between part (a) and part (b)
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is surprising since the structures are parallel, except for the fact that in one

case the presupposition in question is the presupposition of a quantifier. The

examples below corroborate this fact.

(46) a. In this department, most of our male students do not have publi-

cations. # However, every male student presented his pub-

lication at SALT.

b. In this department, most of our male students do not have publi-

cations. However, every publication by every male student

was presented at SALT.

The sentence in (46)a falls into part b of the claim in (43): its infelicity is ex-

pected precisely because the context does not warrant the strong presupposition

that the sentence requires the context to entail, i.e. that every male student has

a publication. Beaver (1994) and Beaver (2001) discusses examples that pattern

precisely in the way (46) does, and that are judged equally infelicitous.27

(47) How many team members and cheerleaders will drive to the match?

# Few of the 15 team members and none of the 5 cheerleaders can drive,

but every team member will come to the match in her car. So

expect about 4 cars.

(48) How many of your employees with company cars had problems with

their car radiators last year?

Although few of the sales staff had any problems with their cars last

year, all of the management discovered that their car radiators

had sprung a leak. #However, most of the management didn’t have a
27Beaver (2001) discusses these examples in the context of arguing against the availability

of intermediate accommodation, defended by van der Sandt (1992).
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single problem with their car radiator the whole year: they are generally

quite conscientious about car maintenance.

As Beaver observes, the problem with the discourses in (47) and (48) is that

the only available readings for the sentence in bold in (47) is the one where

every team member has a car, and for the bold sentence in (48) is one where all

management had problems with their car radiators. Since the contexts do not

warrant these presuppositions, the sentences are infelicitous.

However, the sentence in (46)b, with the interpretation in which the univer-

sal quantifier every male student takes scope over the universal quantifier every

pubblication, satisfies part a of the claim in (43) in that a variable bound by the

higher quantifier occurs in the restriction of the c-commanded quantifier. The

observation is that, although the context does not warrant the strong presup-

position according to which every male student has a publication, the sentence

in b is felicitous. This suggests that the existential presupposition triggered by

the lower quantifier (that there is some pubblication by x) does act as a domain

restriction for Q1, so that only those male students with some pubblications

will be considered. These judgements are reproduced in the following sentences,

inspired by Beaver’s examples.

(49) (We are trying to figure out how many people came to the party last

night.)

a. #Even though most of our students don’t have children, every stu-

dent brought his children to the party. So, there must have

been more than 30 people.

b. Even though most of our students don’t have children, every child

of every student came to the party. So, there must have been
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more than 30 people.

Like Beaver’s examples above, the example in (49)a is judged infelicitous, and

it meets the description in part (b) of (43): there is only one quantifier in this

example (every in every student), and the presupposition triggered by the pos-

sessive DP his children is required to project universally (properly speaking, it

does not act as a domain restrictor). Because the context does not warrant the

strong presupposition that every student has children, the sentence is infelici-

tous. However, in the very same context, (49)b is judged felicitous. This time,

the relevant presupposition – that x has children – occurs in the restriction of

the lower quantifier, which contains the variable bound by the higher quantifier.

As stated in part (a) of (43), this presupposition does trigger the restriction

of the domain of the higher quantifier, thus accounting for the felicity of the

example in a context where only some students have children.28

My claim is that subjunctive conditionals follow precisely from the state of

affairs described by (43). Let us look again at the structure of a subjunctive

conditional, which I repeat below (notice that, just for sake of clarity, I have

replaced woll with ∀w).

28A discussion of the theory of presupposition projection in quantified sentences as such is

beyond the scope of this paper. I will make some remarks about how to justify (43) later

in the discussion. The objective of this paper is to argue for a specific semantic analysis of

subjunctive conditionals, and to show that, once we have this structure, the puzzle of sub-

junctive conditionals is nothing more than another instantiation of presupposition projection

in quantified sentences, and as such does not need any additional stipulation.
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The two universal quantifiers – the quantifier over times ∀⊆ and the quantifier

over worlds ∀w – are in the configuration described in (43)-a (repeated in (51))

since, once TFA-1 has applied to combine ∀⊆ and γ, the c-commanding ∀⊆ binds

the time parameter of R, which occurs in the restriction of the c-commanded

∀w. According to (43), the lower quantifier ∀w triggers the restriction of the

domain of the higher quantifier ∀⊆. As a result, the presupposition of the

whole structure will be the weak presupposition ∃t′′[t′′ ⊆ t′ ∧ ∃w′: ε(w′) ], and

not the strong presupposition ∀t′′[t′′ ⊆ t′ → ∃w′ : ε(w′)]. It follows that a

subjunctive conditional will be felicitous when uttered in contexts that do not

warrant the strong presupposition that for all the subintervals t′′, there are ϕ-

worlds accessible at t′′. In particular, the conditional is felicitous in contexts

that entail that there are no ϕ-worlds accessible at the speech time, i.e. that

entail that ϕ is counterfactual. This explains the felicity of (41).

Let us turn to the infelicity of (42). Consider part b of (51).

(51) Projection

a. If a quantifier Q2 occurs in the nuclear scope of another quantifier

Q1, and a variable bound by Q1 occurs in the restriction of Q2, then
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the existential presupposition of Q2 acts as a domain restrictor for

Q2.

Q1[R . . . ] [NS Q2 [R.. x1..][NS . . . ]]

b. Any other presupposition trigger in the nuclear scope of Q1 does

not act as a domain restrictor for Q1.

Part b is intended to cover all the cases that do not fall under part a, i.e. the (a)

examples in (46) and (49) and Beaver’s (47) and (48). As we observed above,

their infelicity was due to the fact that the context did not warrant the uni-

versal presupposition triggered by the possessive phrase in the nuclear scope of

the universal quantifier. Consider the node β in (50). We accounted for the

counterfactuality of a one-past subjunctive conditional on the basis of part a of

(51), which (applied to (50)) claimed that ∀w carries an existential presupposi-

tion. However, by part b of (51), we predict that any other presupposition in

the nuclear scope of ∀⊆ should project universally. The nuclear scope of ∀⊆ is

node γ. Node γ is in fact the bare conditional if ϕ, ψ. A compound sentence

of the form if ϕ, ψ inherits all the presuppositions in ϕ, and all the presuppo-

sitions in ψ that are not entailed by ϕ (Karttunen (1973), Karttunen (1974),

Stalnaker (1974), Heim (1983) and others). Hence, the node γ will inherit all

the presuppositions in ϕ and all the presuppositions in ψ which are not filtered

out. In (42), which I repeat below, ϕ’s presupposition is that Jack will be alive

at the time of the ceremony next June.

(52) Jack is dead.

#If Jack came to the ceremony next June, he would be proud of Sally.

Because of part b of (51), this presupposition is required to be satisfied by every

subinterval t′′ in the perfect interval t′, i.e. it is required to be entailed by the set
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of worlds metaphysically accessible at t′′, for all t′′ ⊆ t′. Because in a one past

subjunctive conditional the speech time is included in the perfect interval (it is

its rightmost interval), the presupposition that Jack will be alive at the time

of the ceremony next June is also required to be entailed by the set of worlds

accessible now. However, in our scenario this presupposition is incompatible

with what is possible at the speech time (since Jack is dead), and the sentence

is correctly predicted to be infelicitous. Notice that this analysis also predicts

the infelicity of one past subjunctive conditionals whose consequents have pre-

suppositions that are not true in the context of utterance. This is illustrated in

(53).

(53) Jack quit smoking a year ago.

#If Jack were smarter, he would quit smoking as soon as possible.

The presupposition in the consequent, that Jack smokes now, is inherited by

node γ (as it is not entailed by the antecedent). Consequently, it will be required

to be entailed by the set of currently accessible worlds, which accounts for why

(53) is infelicitous.

In this section I have shown that, once we have the right semantic analysis,

the presupposition puzzle of subjunctive conditionals is reduced to presuppo-

sition projection in quantified sentences. The generalization was given in (43)

and repeated in (51). In this paper, I do not attempt to explain this general-

ization, and I leave it here as a mere generalization to be investigated in the

future. Intuitively, the contrast between part a and part b of (51) suggests a con-

trast between the presupposition of quantifiers (the No Empty Restriction

presupposition) and other types of presuppositions, such as the presupposition
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triggered by to quit or the one triggered by the possessive her.29

4.2 Pragmatic presuppositions

So far I have derived the following two points.

• A one past subjunctive conditional is felicitous if (= presupposes that) the

antecedent is inconsistent with the set of worlds metaphysically accessible

at the utterance time.

• A one past subjunctive conditional is felicitous if (= presupposes that)

the presuppositions in the antecedent are entailed by the set of worlds

metaphysically accessible at the speech time.

However, felicity conditions have to do with the speaker’s current state of in-

formation, and not necessarily with the way the world is.30 Following Stalnaker

(1973), Stalnaker (1974), Stalnaker (1978), and others, I believe that this gap

can be bridged by a pragmatic account of presuppositions. Quoting Soames:

“The account is based on the observation that sentences are used in communi-

cation to contribute to an already existing conversational record, which contains

a set of common background assumptions built up among conversational par-

ticipants.” (Soames (1989)[566]). According to this view, presuppositions are

conditions that a sentence imposes on the conversational record, i.e. conditions

that the conversational record must satisfy for the sentence to be uttered felici-

tously. The important point for our discussion is that a pragmatic presupposition
29Danny Fox (p.c.) and Irene Heim (p.c.) independently pointed out that (51) may suggest

that the no-empty-restriction presupposition associated with quantifiers could follow from

general pragmatic principles and not from being specified in the meaning of the quantifier.

Instead, presuppositions such as the presupposition of to quit, which are also entailed by the

sentence in which they occur, should be part of the meaning of the presupposition trigger.
30I would like to thank Zoltán Szabó for raising this concern in his comments on an earlier

draft of this paper.
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may be derived from different sources, for example a semantic presupposition.

According to the picture above, as a conversation develops, more propositions

are added to the common ground against which the conversation takes place.

These propositions determine a set of possible worlds that represents the set

of alternative possible situations in which all the propositions in the common

ground are true, the context set. Because an assertion A is successful if it divides

the context set into worlds in which A is true and worlds in which A is false,

if an utterance presupposes a proposition that is not entailed by the common

ground, then the utterance will not partition the context set into worlds where

the sentence is true and worlds where the sentence is false, since in some of

these worlds the sentence will be truth-valueless. Hence, the speaker will suc-

ceed in making an assertion only if the relevant presupposition is pragmatically

presupposed, i.e. can be taken to be already part of the common ground.

Going back to our case, when a speaker utters a subjunctive conditional,

the semantic presupposition of the whole conditional statement is that the pre-

suppositions in the bare conditional are true in the worlds accessible at the

utterance time. Because her utterance is an assertion (i.e. will divide the con-

text set in the appropriate way) only if it is either true or false in each of the

worlds in the context set, the semantic presuppositions of the whole conditional

must be taken to be part of the common ground, i.e. the presuppositions in

the bare conditional must be taken to be true in each world in the context set.

More simply, when a speaker utters a subjunctive conditional, she must assume

that the presuppositions in ϕ (and those unfiltered in ψ) are part of the com-

mon ground, i.e. that everyone in the conversation assumes that they are true

(and that everyone assumes that they are part of the common ground, etc.; cf.

Stalnaker (2000)).
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4.3 Indicative conditionals

The remarks in this section are sketchy and are meant to be suggestions to be

developed in the future. Earlier in the paper, I assumed that the difference

between would and will is that, morphologically, the former is woll + past,

whereas the latter is woll + present. I argue that would is the realization of

woll when embedded under a temporal/aspectual structure. If woll is not

embedded under a temporal/aspectual structure, it will be realized as will. As

the presence of will indicates, in indicative conditionals there is no universal

perfect above the modal woll and the evaluation time of the accessibility rela-

tion is the evaluation time of the whole structure, i.e. the speech time. (54) is

the structure of an indicative conditional.

(54) thhhhhhhh
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To illustrate the consequence of this point, consider the infelicitous indica-

tive conditional in (55) and its truth-conditions in (56). Because there are no

temporal and aspectual elements that can manipulate it, the time parameter of

met is the same as the time parameter of the whole structure, i.e. the speech

time.

(55) Jack is dead.

#If Jack is alive, he will come to the ceremony.
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(56) [[If Jack is alive, he will come to the ceremony ]]c,g,w,t = 1 in w at t iff

∀w′ [w′ is metaphysically accessible from w at t ∧ ∃t′ � t [it is true in

w′ at t that Jack is alive at t′ ∧ ¬∃w′′ [w′′ is metaphysically accessible

fom w at t and s.t. it is true in w′′ at t that Jack is alive ∧ w′′ is overall

more similar to w than w′] −→ it is true in w′ at t that ∃t′′ � t [Jack

will come to the ceremony at t′′]]

Given that met’s evaluation time is the speech time and given that the restric-

tion of the modal quantifier cannot be empty, the conditional is felicitous only

if there is some ϕ-world accessible at the speech time. In (55), that Jack is

alive is no longer a possibility. Therefore, there is no worlds accessible at the

speech time where that Jack is alive is true. The sentence is then infelicitous.

As for If Jack comes to the graduation next June, he will be proud of Sally, it is

infelicitous in a context where Jack already died for the same reason its one past

subjunctive conditional is, i.e. the presupposition in ϕ (that Jack will be alive

next June) is not entailed by the set of worlds accessible at the speech time.31

The same point we made above applies here. So far, I have formulated

the felicity condition for indicative conditionals in terms of whether or not the
31A full analysis of indicative conditionals is beyond the scope of this paper. One important

question that I must leave open here is what exactly is the role of Sim for indicative condi-

tionals, and whether the same Sim is at work in indicative and subjunctive conditionals. This

question relates to the failure of classical inferences, originally discussed for counterfactuals

by Stalnaker (1968) and Lewis (1973). The following example is an adaptation to indicative

conditionals of the Lewis-Sobel sequences, discussed in von Fintel (2001):

(i) If the USA throws its weapons into the sea tomorrow, there would be war; but it all

the nuclear powers throw their weapons into the sea tomorrow, there would be peace.

The felicity of the sequence in (i) shows that, as with counterfactuals, Strengthening the

Antecedent is invalid. See von Fintel (2001) for more discussion of this and related issue.
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antecedent is compatible with the set of worlds accessible at the speech time.

However, it is common wisdom32 that the constraint on indicative conditional

is that the antecedent be compatible with the common ground. As I suggested

above, there is a gap between what the conditional presupposes semantically and

what is needed for it to be an assertion in Stalnaker’s sense. As we saw above,

the function of an assertive utterance is to contribute to the conversation by

dividing the context set into worlds where the proposition expressed is true and

worlds where it is false. In order to do this, though, the semantic presuppositions

of the statement must be true in each of the worlds in the context set, i.e. they

must be entailed by the common ground. When a speaker utters an indicative

conditional, she must be assuming that it is part of the common ground that

(i) the antecedent is compatible with the worlds accessible at the speech time,

and (ii) the presuppositions in the antecedent (and those in the consequent that

are not entailed by the antecedent, if any) are entailed by the set of worlds

accessible at the speech time. Let me point out that I am not suggesting that

all indicative conditionals involve a metaphysical accessibility relation: my view

is, I believe, perfectly compatible with the view33 that some other indicative

conditionals have different accessibility relations, e.g. epistemic, often expressed

by the modal verb must, as in the sentence If the phone is busy, Jack must be

home.34

Having briefly discussed indicative conditionals, it is appropriate to spend a

few words on the contrast between indicative and one past subjunctive condi-

tionals. On the basis of examples like (57) and (58), I assume with Karttunen

32Stalnaker (1975), Karttunen and Peters (1979), Heim (1992), von Fintel (1998), and

others.
33Kratzer (1986), Kratzer (1991), and others.
34The question arises as to which indicative conditionals are “metaphysical”, as opposed to

epistemic, for example. I cannot discuss this question in this paper as it would take us too

far afield.
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and Peters (1979) that (modulo cases such as the Easter Bunny example in (i)

in footnote 2) indicative conditionals are not felicitous if the speaker assumes

that the antecedent is false, and that subjunctive conditionals are not felicitous

if the speaker assumes that the antecedent is true. The following examples are

from Karttunen and Peters (1979), p.8.

(57) A. Jack is not going our way.

B. # If Jack is going our way, he will give us a ride.

(58) A. Jack is going our way.

B. # If Jack were going our way, he would give us a ride.

According to my analysis, one past subjunctive conditionals do not require ϕ-

worlds to be accessible at the speech time. However, it does not follow that, for

a subjunctive conditional to be felicitous, ϕ-worlds should not be accessible at

the speech time, as (58) indicates. I believe this extra component of its meaning

is a conversational implicature stemming from the competition with its indica-

tive counterpart. As a consequence of their structures, indicative conditionals

presuppose that there is a ϕ-world accessible at the speech time, whereas sub-

junctive conditionals presuppose that there is a ϕ-world accessible at some time

during an interval whose right boundary is the speech time. Metaphysically

speaking, the set of accessible worlds shrinks as time goes by. Therefore, the

presupposition of an indicative conditional entails the presupposition of a one

past subjunctive conditional (if there is a ϕ-world accessible at the speech time,

then there is a ϕ-world accessible at some point during an interval that includes

the speech time). Following Heim (1991)’s and Hawkins (1991)’s analyses of

indefinite and definite articles, I will assume the Maximize Presuppositions

principle that I proposed in Ippolito (forthcoming), according to which a speaker
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is required to presuppose as much as possible. Thus, we can derive the impli-

cature of falsity of a one past subjunctive conditional as follows: if a speaker

chooses to utter a one past subjunctive conditional instead of its indicative

counterpart, she must not be in a position to presuppose that the stronger pre-

supposition is true in c, i.e. she must not be in a position to presuppose that

it is common ground that ϕ is possible at the speech time. Because the com-

mon ground is defined in terms of the speaker’s presuppositions, saying that

a speaker is not in a position to presuppose that it is common ground that ϕ

is possible at the speech time can only mean that she presupposes that ϕ is

impossible at the speech time.

5 Two pasts future counterfactuals

The fact that distinguished a two pasts subjunctive conditional from a one

past subjunctive conditional is that the presuppositions in the former are not

required to be true at the speech time. Reconsider the relevant pair.

(59) Jack died last year.

a. #If Jack came to the graduation next June, he would be proud of

Lucy.

b. If he had come to the graduation next June, he would have been

proud of Lucy.

That Jack will be alive next June is not possible at the speech time and, as we

expect, the (a) conditional is infelicitous. The felicity of (b) is surprising. Again,

the morphology gives us the answer: the temporal/aspectual structure above

the modal is that of a universal past perfect. In (60), I give the LF for the (b)

conditional in (59)-b. Taking the entry for past in (30), the truth-conditions
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look like (61).

(60) [[ [TP past [PerfP Perf [AspP ∀⊆ [woll [sim [met ϕ ]]] ψ ]]] ]]c,g,w,t

(61) [[If Jack had come to the graduation next June, he would have been proud

of Lucy ]]c,g,w,t = 1 iff

∃t′: RB(t′′′, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [∀w′ [w′ is metaphysically accessible from w

at t′′ ∧ it is true in w′ at t′′ that Jack will come to the graduation next

June ∧ ¬∃w′′: [w
′′

is metaphysically accessible fom w at t′′ and s.t. it

is true in w′′ at t′′ that Jack will come to the graduation next June ∧

w′′ is overall more similar to w than w′] −→ it is true in w′ at t′′ that

Jack will be proud of Lucy]], defined only if t′′′ ≺ t.

The past above perfect sets the right boundary of the interval to some con-

textually salient past time, which I claim is the time immediately before the

time Jack died. Given Projection in (51), the presuppositions in the embed-

ded conditional are required to be true at every subinterval t′′ in the perfect

interval (i.e. to be entailed by the set of worlds metaphysically accessible at t′′,

for all t′′). The right boundary of the perfect interval in (61), however, is the

past time t′′′. Therefore, the speech time is not included in the interval, and

the presuppositions in the conditional will not be required to be entailed at the

speech time.35

35That the difference between (59)a and (59)b is the morphological past versus past perfect

is confirmed by the fact that counterfactuals with a past perfect but no future adverbial in the

antecedent behave like (59)b with respect to their presuppositions. As the following example

illustrates,

(i) Jack died a year ago. Lucy’s graduation took place yesterday.

If Jack had come to the graduation yesterday, he would have been proud in Lucy.
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As for why two pasts counterfactuals like (b) above can be felicitous only if

the antecedent is impossible at the speech time, I argued elsewhere36 that it is a

scalar implicature arising from the competition between one past and two pasts

subjunctive conditionals. Very briefly, one past subjunctive conditionals presup-

pose that there is a ϕ-world accessible at some time during some interval whose

right boundary is the speech time (call this interval I1); two pasts subjunctive

conditionals, on the other hand, presuppose that there is a ϕ-world accessible

at some time during some interval whose right boundary is a past time (call

this I2). Because, metaphysically speaking, the set of accessible worlds shrinks

as time goes by, the presupposition of one past subjunctive conditionals entails

the presupposition of two pasts subjunctive conditionals (in that, if there is a

ϕ-world accessible during I1, then there is a ϕ-world accessible at I2). Assuming

the Maximize Presuppositions principle, the right implicature can be derived

precisely along the lines described at the end of section 4.3, when I analyzed

the contrast between indicative and one past subjunctive conditionals.

5.1 Two remarks

There are two points that need to be mentioned with respect to the analysis

that I have developed in the preceeding sections.

The presupposition in the antecedent of (i) – that Jack was alive yesterday – is not satisfied

by the context of utterance, which entails that Jack died a year ago. However, (i) is felicitous.

An extensive analysis of these cases, however, remains to be done.
36Ippolito (forthcoming), which is entirely devoted to two pasts subjunctive conditionals.

Although similar in spirit to the scalar implicature account sketched above, the analysis in

Ippolito (forthcoming) was based on the weak assumption that the presuppositions of a sen-

tence p must only be compatible with the context in which p is uttered. Instead, the present

proposal maintains the idea in Stalnaker (1973), Stalnaker (1974), Karttunen (1974), Heim

(1983), and others, that the presuppositions of p must be entailed by the context of utterance

for p to be uttered felicitously.
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The first point has to do with the choice of the perfect interval, in partic-

ular, with the choice of the left boundary. All the semantics specifies is the

right boundary: it is some (contextually salient) past time, if a past occurs

immediately above perf; the speech time, otherwise. As I already mentioned,

metaphysical possibilities are eliminated as time goes by, so that, intuitively, we

can think of the beginning of time as the time when everything was possible,

and the end of time as the time when nothing more is possible. We know that

the requirement that the restriction of quantifiers not be empty together with

part (a) of (51) requires the restriction of ∀⊆ to be non-empty, i.e. it requires

that there be some time during the perfect interval such that there are ϕ-worlds

accessible at that time. Because for any ϕ, there is a time at which ϕ-worlds are

accessible, the perfect interval can strech backwards in time enough to find an

accessible ϕ-world, even though ϕ is no longer possible now. That the perfect

interval includes a ϕ-world is possible because of the nature of metaphysical

possibilities and is required in order to satisfy the presupposition of the condi-

tional. This proposal could potentially account for some examples that Lewis

(1979) briefly discusses and whose existence he takes to be an argument for the

semantic analysis of counterfactuals that I show in section 7 to be problematic.

Consider the following two counterfactual antecedents.

(62) If kangaroos had no tails, . . .

(63) If gravity went by the inverse cube of distance, . . .

Lewis observes that suppositions in the antecedents of (62) and (63) are not

about a particular time t at which kangaroos have tails or gravity goes by

the inverse cube of distance. Lewis takes this fact to show that an analysis

of counterfactuals that makes reference to the time at which the hypothetical
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eventuality is supposed to take place is not general enough. However, examples

like (62) and (63) only show that the crucial time in the semantic analysis of

counterfactuals cannot be the time that the supposition is about. It does not

argue against appealing to other times. The proposal I have advocated in this

paper, which crucially relies on the time parameter of the accessibility relation,

could generalize to (62) and (63), as follows. For the proposal in this paper

to be able to cover these cases, thre would have to have been a time when the

possibility expressed by the antecedent was still accessible. This seems not too

problematic for the kangaroos example (we must no assume that determinism

is true): the perfect interval will have to include at least some time at which

it was still possible that kangaroos had no tails (for example, some time before

the emergence of the actual species, or, better, before the evolutionary step that

caused the emergence of the actual species). The gravity example seems a little

more problematic: is there a time at which it would have been possible that

gravity would not go by the inverse cube of distance? For our analysis to extend

to this case as well, the answer would have to be yes. To conclude, I think the

present proposal offers a new way to look at the puzzle raised by these examples,

even though conditionals like (62) and (63) remain somewhat special.

The second point of this section has to do with the morphological realization

of the universal perfect that I claim is the essential component of subjunctive

conditionals. The question is the following: If there is perfect, why don’t we

see it? This is an intriguing question, but for lack of space I cannot give it all

the space it deserves. I will only make a few stipulative remarks, which I hope

the reader will find promising. In one past subjunctive conditionals we have the

following order of heads above the modal:

(64) [PerfP perf [AspP ∀⊆ [woll [. . . ]]]].
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The modal woll must either be spelled out as will or as would. In two pasts

subjunctive conditionals, the sequence of heads above the modal is the following:

(65) [TP past [PerfP perf [AspP ∀⊆ [ woll [. . . ]]]]

As above, the modal will be spelled out as would. This can be captured by stip-

ulating a “late insertion” spell out rule in the morphology (Halle and Marantz

(1993)), which would roughly look as follows:

(66) Spell out rule for woll in conditionals (rough)

a. [would] ↔ [+ modal] / / c-commanding T, Asp.

b. [will] ↔ [+ modal] / / 〈 elsewhere 〉

This rule will force the morphological realization of the modal woll as would

in subjunctive conditionals. Something more must be said about two pasts

subjunctive conditionals: the the extra head above the modal is spelled out as

the auxiliary have below the modal.This is sketchy, but hopefully on the right

track.

To conclude, in order to account for the morphological realization of the

temporal, aspectual, and modal heads in subjunctive conditionals, I made the

following two stipulations: (1) would is the realization of woll in the scope of

temporal and aspectual operators; (2) will is a morphological form that spells

out woll, when not embedded under any temporal/aspectual heads.37

37Before concluding, let me add that, as suggested to me by Iatridou (p.c.), my proposal

could shed light on the fact that, in many languages, subjunctive conditionals are marked by

imperfective morphology, since in many languages standard occurrences of universal perfect

are marked by imperfective morphology. The expected correlation is that in languages that

mark standard occurrences of universal perfect with imperfective morphology, subjunctive

conditionals are marked by imperfective morphology too. This seems true in English – where
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6 Accommodation and anaphora

According to the analysis above, the presuppositions in a subjunctive condi-

tional are required to be entailed at each time during the interval by the set of

worlds accessible at that time. Thus, (67) is felicitous only if it is true through-

out the interval (which includes the speech time) that Jack will smoke until

some time adjacent to the (hypothetical) time of quitting next summer. The

definedness and truth conditions for the verb to quit is given in (68).

(67) Jack smokes.

If Jack quit smoking next summer, he would please his grandmother.

(68) [[quit VP]]c,g,w,t = 1 iff [[VP]]c,g,w,t = 0; defined only if ∃t′ [t′ � t]

[[VP]]c,g,w,t′ = 1.

(t′ � t = t′ immediately precedes t.)

The problem is that, it is not the case that, for each of these subintervals,

the set of worlds accessible then entails that Jack will smoke until the rele-

vant time next summer, since at each of these subintervals there are accessible

worlds where Jack will quit, for example, tomorrow. Suppose we derive the

right entailment by local accommodation.38 The effect of accommodation is

imperfective morphology occurs in neither – and in Italian – where it occurs in both.
38In what follows, I will claim that accommodation is possible here because it is an instance

of local accommodation. The infelicitous examples in section 4.1 were instead instances of in-

termediate accommodation. Indeed, in 4.1 I argued that accommodating the presuppositions

generated in the bare conditional embedded in the scope of the universal quantifer over times

in subjunctive conditionals was not possible because it is never possible to accommodate the

presuppositions in the nuclear scope of a universal quantifier (exception made for the presup-

position triggered by another quantifier occurring in its nuclear scope; see section 4.1). This

type of accommodation is what Beaver (2001) calls intermediate accommodation. However,

local accommodation, i.e. accommodation of the presuppositions generated in the restric-
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to shrink the modal base, so that it will entail the presupposition of the an-

tecedent, which was not already entailed. For each subinterval t′′ in the perfect

interval, the presupposition of ϕ will be accommodated into met(w)(t′′) (the

set of worlds metaphysically accessible from w at t′′) so that the antecedent

can be felicitously intersected with met(w)(t′′). In (67), accommodation of ϕ’s

presupposition (that Jack will smoke next summer) eliminates worlds where,

for example, he will quit smoking tomorrow, so that the admittance conditions

for the antecedent are satisfied. However, accommodation overgenerates and

incorrectly predicts that a discourse like (69) should be felicitous.

(69) Jack quit smoking last year.

#If he quit smoking next summer, he would not run the marathon.

Inutitively, the sentence is infelicitous because Jack no longer smokes. However,

at each time during the interval, including the speech time, there are accessible

worlds where he will smoke next summer, for example, worlds where he starts

smoking again tomorrow. When ϕ’s presupposition is accommodated and worlds

where, for example, Jack will not smoke next summer are eliminated, there

tion of a universal quantifier, is possible, as shown by the following example from Beaver

(1994): the sentence in bold is felicitously uttered even if the context does not warrant the

presupposition that all team members have a car.

(i) How many team members will drive to the match?

I don’t know whether all of the team members own a car, and I don’t know for sure

how many will drive. However, apparently all of the team members who went to

the last match in their car, will drive to this match. I would guess that about

5 will drive in total.

The point that I am making here is that accommodating the presuppositon of the antecedent

ϕ into the set of accessible worlds is an instance of local accommodation, as the presupposition

trigger occurs in the restriction of the necessity operator ∀w.
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are still left in the modal base worlds where Jack will smoke next summer

(e.g. worlds where he starts smoknig tomorrow). The sentence should then be

felicitous, but it is not.

In what follows, I will argue that the problem raised by (69) calls for a

better theory of what the presupposition in the antecedents of (67) and (69)

really is. Once we understand what the presupposition is, local accommodation

no longer predicts that (69) should be good. Following Kripke (ms.)39, I propose

that the presupposition triggered by to quit has an anaphoric element. That

is to say, the antecedent If Jack quit smoking next summer does not carry

the existential presupposition that there is a habit of smoking by Jack that

will continue until the time adjacent to the time of the hypothetical quitting.

Instead, the presupposition in the antecedent is the singular proposition that

some contextually salient habit of smoking will continue until the time adjacent

to the time of the hypothetical quitting. This point was initially made by Kripke

(ms.) with respect to the presupposition of too ((70) is his example).

(70) Tonight Sam is having dinner in New York too.

Uttered out-of-the-blue, (70) sounds odd. However, if the presupposition it

carries were existential, it should not, for we all know that tonight many people

are having dinner in New York. What the sentence must presuppose is that

some contextually salient individual other than Sam is having dinner in New

York tonight: thus, without the “antecedent” having been made salient, the

sentence is odd. Below is Beaver (2001)’s adaptation of the Heimian admittance

condition for a sentence containing too.
39Several other scholars have advocated a tight connection between presuppositions and

anaphora, e.g. Soames (1989), Heim (1990), van der Sandt (1992). For a discussion of Heim’s

and van der Sandt’s theories, see Beaver (2001).
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(71) Heimian too [Beaver (2001)]. Let S[i/j] represent the sentence S with

all instances of NPs indexed i replaced by xj . Then:

a context σ admits S iff σ satisfies S[i/j] for some index j.

Assuming that in (70) tooi is associated with Sam, (70) is admitted only in

contexts that entail that tonight xj is having dinner in New York, for some j,

different from i. Elaborating on Kripke’s and Soames’s point, Heim (1990)’s

example illustrates the anaphoricity of the presupposition carried by the lexical

presupposition of the verb to stop.40

(72) John is cooking. He will stop (cooking) when tomorrow’s football game

starts.

The anaphoric nature of this presupposition explains why we are compelled

to interpret this sentence in the most pragmatically implausible way: that a

single event of John’s cooking began some time before now and will continue

uninterrupted until tomorrow’s football game. The entry for to quit in (68)

should then be modified as follows.

(73) [[quit VP]]c,g,w,t = 1 iff [[VP]]c,g,w,t = 0; defined only if [[VP]]c,g,w,t′ = 1,

for some t′ such that t′ � t.

With this in mind, let us go back to the conditional in (67). The antecedent

presupposes that Jack’s contextually salient habit of smoking will continue until

the time adjacent to the time at which he is supposed to quit. For any time

in the perfect interval, this presupposition is required to be entailed by the set

of worlds accessible then. This presupposition must now be accommodated,
40Thanks to Kai von Fintel for referring me to this example.
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so as to satisfy the required entailment.41 The advantage of appealing to the

anaphoric nature of presupposition becomes obvious when trying to account for

the infelicity of (69), where, as we observed above, accommodation together with

an existential presupposition makes the wrong prediction. The presupposition

in the antecedent of (69) is that Jack’s contextually salient habit of smoking

will continue until immediately before the time he is supposed to quit. Now,

consider the set of worlds metaphysically accessible at the speech time (i.e. what

is possible at the speech time): because in all these worlds the contextually

salient smoking stopped last summer, there is no world where this smoking

can continue until next summer. And it is not possible for a certain smoking

to be resumed, because that would not be that very same smoking. Therefore,

accommodation in (69) is impossible, giving rise to the infelicity of the example.

One more case is worth mentioning before concluding this section. Consider

a situation where Jack was never a smoker. Both a one past and a two pasts

subjunctive conditional are infelicitous.

(74) Jack is not a smoker and never was.

a. #If he quit smoking next summer, his grandmother would be pleased.

b. #If he had quit smoking next summer, his grandmother would have

been pleased.

It might seem at first that the infelicity of (b) is a counterexample to my claim

that the presuppositions in a two pasts subjunctive conditional do not have to

be entailed by the current context. However, the infelicity of (b) follows from the

anaphoric nature of the presupposition trigger quit : in the context, there is no

contextually salient habit of smoking by Jack, i.e. no possible antecedent for the
41As I said above, this amounts to eliminating worlds where he will quit tomorrow, for

example.
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anaphoric element of the presupposition. This very same point accounts for the

lack of contrast between one past and two pasts containing the presupposition

trigger too. The following example is adapted from Heim (1992).

(75) Nobody will attend the workshop tomorrow.

a. #If Jack attended the workshop too, he would learn some syntax.

b. #If Jack had attended the workshop too tomorrow, he would have

learned some syntax.

As Kripke points out, too must mean something like in addition to x, where x

is a contextually salient individual in the context, and the presupposition of a

sentence of the form NP VP too must be that somebody other than NP is a

member of {x: x V-s}, as in the Heimian definition of the satisfaction of too

in (71). Therefore, in our context, where no individual attended the workshop,

the presupposition that somebody other than Jack attended the workshop is not

satisfied. Other apparent counterexamples to the claim that the presuppositions

in two pasts subjunctive conditionals can be inconsistent with the context can

also be shown to be cases of failure to resolve the anaphoric element of the

presupposition triggers.42

42In his comments to an earlier draft of this paper, Jeff King brought my attention to the

presupposition trigger too, which I discuss in the text, and the presupposition trigger even, to

which all I said about too can be applied, once we assume that even, like too, makes reference

to a contextually salient group of people (so, roughly, eveni NPi VP presupposes that i is the

least likely of the members of some contextually salient group of people to V). I argued in the

text that these are not counterexamples to my claim. As for the presupposition triggered by

the universal quantifier every (non-empty restriction), King claims that there is no contrast

between one past and two pasts subjunctive conditionals. However, I don’t think this is true.

Consider the following pair, uttered in a context where it is known that there are no dinosaurs.

(i) #If every dinosaur taller than 15 meters were standing on this old bridge, it would
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7 The structure of accessibility relations

I proposed that accessibility relations are evaluated not only with respect to

a world but also with respect to a time. In this section, I will argue that

this notion of accessibility is necessary and that theories that appeal only to

time-independent notions fail to account for the facts that we discussed above.

More specifically, I will show that Lewis (1979)’s analysis of the asymmetry of

counterfactual dependence in terms of overall similarity cannot be maintained.43

7.1 Worlds and the direction of time: Lewis (1979)

Lewis (1979) is concerned with the question of how the asymmetry of counter-

factual dependence can be explained by a semantics analysis of counterfactual

conditionals. By the expression “the asymmetry of counterfactual dependence”,

Lewis refers to the claim that there is a counterfactual dependence in one di-

rection of time (from the past to the future) and a counterfactual independence

in the other direction (from the future to the past): whereas it is reasonable to

imagine that if the present were different, the future would be different too, it is

not as reasonable to suppose that if the present were different, the past would

be different too. A semantic analysis of subjunctive conditionals must account

for this asymmetry. The first semantic analysis that Lewis considers builds this

asymmetry into the analysis itself.

collapse.

(ii) If every dinosaur taller than 15 meters had been standing on this old bridge, it would

have collapsed.

The presupposition that there exist some dinosaurs is not warranted by the context. However,

the two pasts counterfactual is judged to be felicitous.
43Lewis (1979), reprinted in Lewis (1986).
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(76) Analysis 1. Consider a counterfactual “If it were that A, then it would

be that C” where A is entirely about affairs in stretch of time tA. Con-

sider all those possible worlds w such that:

(1) A is true at w;

(2) w is exactly like our actual world at all times before a transition

period beginning shortly before tA;

(3) w conforms to the actual laws of nature at all times after tA;

(4) during tA and the preceding transition period, w differs no more

from our actual world than it must to permit A to hold. The counter-

factual is true if and only if C holds at every such world w.

Analysis 1 guarantees that the modal base (in our terminology) is the set of

worlds maximally similar to the actual world up to (shortly before) tA, tA being

the time at which the eventuality described in the antecedent is supposed to

take place. If tC follows tA, then C may be false in our world, since the actual

world is like the possible worlds in which A is true only up to tA. However, if tC

precedes tA, then because of point (2) of Analysis 1, C will have to be true in

the actual world too. Thus, the counterfactual asymmetry is guaranteed. Lewis

has arguments against Analysis 1. For example, he claims that Analysis 1 is

built for a special case, that is to say, for cases where the hypothetical situation

is about a particular time. However, there are suppositions that are not about

particular times, as in (62) and (63), which I discussed above in the context of

my proposal. The semantic analysis that Lewis considers to be correct purports

to derive the asymmetry of counterfactual dependence rather than to build it

into the truth-conditions of the counterfactual, and it is based on the notion of

comparative similarity of possible worlds.

(77) Analysis 2. A counterfactual “If it were that A, then it would be that
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C” is (non-vacuously) true if and only if some (accessible) world where

both A and C are true is more similar to our actual world, overall, than

is any world where A is true but C is false.

Overall similarity among worlds is a vague notion, but something must be said

about what sort of similarity relation can be combined with Analysis 2 to ob-

tain what Lewis calls the standard resolution of vagueness, “one that invalidates

back-tracking arguments, one that yields an asymmetry of counterfactual depen-

dence except perhaps under special circumstances, one that agrees with Analysis

1, our asymmetry-by-fiat analysis, whenever it ought to” (Lewis (1986)[42-43]).

“If kangaroos had no tails, they would topple over” seems true. Still, if kanga-

roos had no tails but used crutches, they would not topple over. “If Nixon had

pressed the button there would have been a nuclear holocaust” also seems true.

But, again, if Nixon had pressed the button but the fatal signal had vanished

on its way from the button to the rockets, there would not have been a nuclear

holocaust (Lewis (1979)). Which worlds are to count as the most similar worlds

to the actual world in order for the conditionals above to come out true? Lewis’s

recipe comes in four points, in order of priority.

(78) similarity function.

(1) It is of the first importance to avoid big, widespread, diverse viola-

tions of law.

(2) It is of the second importance to maximize the spatio-temporal re-

gion throughout which perfect match of particular fact prevails.

(3) It is of the third importance to avoid even small, localized, simple

violations of law.

(4) It is of little or no importance to secure approximate similarity of

particular fact, even in matters that concern us greatly.
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However, neither Analysis 1 nor Analysis 2 can be maintained. First, I will

show that Lewis’s Analysis 2 cannot account for the felicity contrasts among

counterfactuals we discussed above. Second, I will show that Analysis 1 cannot

be mainteined either, unless it is modified precisely along the lines that I have

suggested in this paper.

7.2 Overall similarity is not enough

The pair below is our familiar pair of counterfactuals.

(79) Jack is dead.

If Jack were alive, he would come to the ceremony.

(80) Jack is dead.

#If Jack came to the graduation next June, he would be proud of Sally.

According to Analysis 2, we need to find a world w′ that is as similar to the

actual world as permitted by the truth of the antecedent. Because w′ is a world

where Jack is alive now (or at the time of the ceremony), w′ must be a world

where Jack did not die when he actually did. The problem is that this analysis

predicts that (80) should be felicitous in the context in which Jack died, exactly

as (79) is. A world w′ where Jack will come to the graduation next June is a

world where he did not die when he actually did. No difference can be drawn

between (79) and (80), and as a result, Analysis 2 incorrectly predicts that both

counterfactuals should be felicitous. Similarly, Analysis 2 cannot account for

the difference between one past and two pasts subjunctive conditionals ((80)

versus (81)).

(81) Jack is dead.

If Jack had come to the graduation next June, he would have been
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proud of Sally.

Analysis 1 does not do much better. In (80) tA is the time of the graduation

next June. According to Analysis 1, the worlds that get selected must be worlds

identical to the actual world up to tA. Because it is true in the actual world

that Jack died, all the worlds where Jack will come to the graduation next June

must be worlds where Jack is dead. Because this is impossible, the conditional is

correctly predicted to be infelicitous. However, if this is the explanation for the

oddness of (80), then we predict that (81) should be equally odd, since in (81)

too tA is the time of the graduation. Like Analysis 2, Analysis 1, with the time

of the supposition built into the similarity, cannot account for the difference

between one and two pasts subjunctive conditionals.

As the reader will have realized, the analysis that I have proposed in this

paper is a modification and elaboration of Lewis’s Analysis 1. Like Lewis’s

Analysis 1, the time of the divergence between the actual world and the an-

tecedent worlds is built in the truth-conditions of counterfactuals. However, in

my proposal, the time of the divergence is not the time that the supposition is

about, but the time parameter of the (metaphysical) accessibility relation. By

making this shift and by developing an analysis of what the value of this time

is, we accounted for both the properties and puzzles of one past and two pasts

subjunctive conditionals.

8 Conclusion

This paper proposes a compositional semantic analysis of subjunctive condition-

als. I have argued that a semantic analysis of counterfactuals based solely on a

notion of overall similarity among possible worlds cannot provide the right truth-

conditions for the different types of counterfactual conditionals that we have
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considered. Therefore, I have argued that what is needed is a time-dependent

notion of accessibility: what counts as an accessible world is relative to a world

and a time of evaluation. I have implemented this idea by taking accessibility

relations to have a time parameter, in addition to a world parameter.

I distinguished between two kinds of future counterfactuals, what I called one

past subjunctive conditionals and those that I have called two pasts subjunctive

conditionals, and I have shown that they have different meanings. I discussed

previous analyses of counterfactuals and argued that they do not account for

the two puzzles we have discussed: (A) the “puzzle” of subjunctive conditionals,

i.e. the fact that while the antecedent of a one past subjunctive conditional can

be inconsistent with the context, the presuppositions of the antecedent and of

the consequent (if any) must be entailed by the context; (B) the fact that (A)

does not hold of two pasts subjunctive conditionals. I proposed that both (A)

and (B) above can be solved once we unveil the quantification over times that

is part of the structure of a conditional.

By drawing a parallel with other non-modal and non-temporal quantifica-

tional structures, I argued that the puzzles of subjunctive conditionals follow

from the quantificational structure that I suggested. In particular, I proposed

that the essential element of subjunctive conditional is the temporal/aspectual

structure occurring higher than the modal operator at logical form: a bare con-

ditional is embedded under the structure of a universal perfect, i.e. a perfect

operator introducing an interval and a universal quantifier quantifying over its

subintervals. The modal would is the realization of this structure in English.

The new data about presupposition projection in sentences with two universal

quantifiers that I discuss point towards the necessity to reconsider the nature

of the no-empty-restriction presupposition of quantifiers.

This analysis sheds new light on the difference between subjunctive condi-
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tionals and indicative conditionals, and I suggested that the difference is the

presence versus absence of the temporal structure above the modal. An indica-

tive conditional is precisely the (bare) conditional that is embedded under the

structure of the universal perfect, without this temporal structure.

While explaining what is the common element to all “subjunctive” condi-

tionals, the analysis that I have proposed also allowed us to account for the

difference among subjunctive conditionals, i.e. between one past subjunctive

conditionals and two pasts subjunctive conditionals with respect to their felic-

ity conditions by clearly identifying the contribution of the extra past in the

latter.

In so far as the analysis proposed in this paper is successful, it is a further

argument in favor of the view that presuppositions are anaphoric, and it sheds

light on the division of labor between the semantics and the pragmatics in the

interpretation of conditional sentences.

Appendix

Throughout the paper I have worked with an intensional semantics. The ontol-

ogy and composition rules are given below:

(82) Ontology: Dt = {0,1}

Ds = W

D<a,b> = DDa

b

Di = T

Ia = DW×T
a

In an intensional system, F (αa) ∈ Ia, where F is the interpretation function

and Ia is the intension of the object α of type a. The rules of composition that
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I will use are the following:

(83) Composition Rules:

a. Functional Application:

[[α<a,b>βa]]w,t = [[α]]w,t([[β]]w,t)

b. Intensional Functional Application (IFA):

[[α<<sa>,b>βa]]c,w,t = [[α]]c,w,t (λw′.[[β]]c,w′,t)

c. T(emporal) Functional Applications (TFA):

1.[[α<<ia>b>βa]]c,w,t = [[α]]c,w,t(λt′.[[β]]c,w,t′)

2.[[αi βt]]c,w,t = [λt′.[[β]]c,w,t′ ] ([[αi]]c,w,t)

Additional definitions employed in the paper:

(84) [[met]]c,g,w,t = λp ∈ D<i<st>> .λw′. w′ has the same history as w up

to t and p(w′)(t) =1.

(85) [[sim]]c,g,t,w = λp ∈ D<st>. λw′. p(w′) = 1 and ¬∃w′′[ p(w′′) = 1 and

w′′ <w w′].

(86) [[woll]]c,g,t,w = λp.λq. ∀w′ [p(w′) → q(w′)].

(87) [[quit VP]]c,g,w,t = 1 iff [[VP]]c,g,w,t = 0; defined only if ∃t′ [t′ � t]

[[VP]]c,g,w,t′=1.

where: t� t′ = t immediately precedes t′.

(88) [[come]]c,g,w,t(x) defined only if x is alive at t in w; if defined,

[[come]]c,g,w,t(x) = 1 iff x comes at t in w.

(89) [[past1]]c,g,t,w = defined only if gc(1) ≺ t; if defined, [[past1]]c,g,t,w =

gc(1).
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(90) [[Perf]]c,g,t,w = λP ∈ D<it>. ∃t′ : RB(t, t′) and [[P]]w(t′) = 1.

(91) [[∀⊆]]c,g,t,w = λP.∀t′′ ⊆ t: [[P]]w(t′′) = 1.

The truth-conditions for the sentence (92) are given below. ϕ is the antecedent,

ψ is the consequent. In the derivation below, I ignore the temporal interpreta-

tion of these clauses (see footnote 26).

(92) [[If Jack quit smoking next summer, he would lose the marathon]]c,w,t,g.

1. [[ [PerfP Perf [AspP ∀⊆ [woll [sim [met ϕ ]]] ψ ]] ]]c,g,w,t

= (by TFA)

2. [[Perf]]c,g,w,t (λt′′. [[∀⊆ [woll [sim [met [ϕ]]] ψ ]]]] ]]c,g,w,t′′)

= (by lexical entry Perf)

3. [λP. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ P(t′)= 1] (λt′′. [[∀⊆ [woll [sim [met ϕ]]] ψ ]] ]]c,g,w,t′′)

= (by λ notation)

4. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ [λt′′. [[∀⊆ [woll [sim [met ϕ]] ψ ] ]]c,g,w,t′′ ] (t′) = 1

= (by λ notation)

5. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ [[∀⊆ [woll [sim [met ϕ]] ψ] ]]c,g,w,t′

= (by TFA)

6. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ [[∀⊆]]c.g.w.t′ (λt′′′. [[woll [sim [met ϕ ]] ψ ] ]]c.g.w.t′′′)

= (by entry ∀⊆)

7. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ [λP. ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [P(t′′)]] (λt′′′. [[woll [sim [met ϕ]] ψ]

]]c,g,w,t′′′)

= (by λ notation)

8. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [λt′′′. [[woll [sim [met ϕ]] ψ] ]]c.g.w.t′′′ ] (t′′)

= (by λ notation)
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9. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [ [[woll [sim [met ϕ]] ψ] ]]c.g.w.t′′ ]

=

10. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [[[woll]]c,g,w,t′′ ([[sim [met ϕ] ]]c,g,w,t′′)

([[ψ]]c.g.w.t′′) ]

= (by entry woll, sim)

11. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [λp. λq. ∀w′ [p(w′) −→ q(w′)]] (λr.λw′′. r(w′′)

∧ ¬∃w′′′: r(w′′′) ∧ w′′′ <sim,w w′′] ([[met ϕ]]c,g,w,t′′)) ([[ψ]]c,g,w,t′′)

=

12. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [λp. λq. ∀w′[p(w′) −→ q(w′)]] (λw′′.

[[met ϕ]]c,g,w,t′′(w′′) ∧ ¬∃w′′′: [[met ϕ]]c,g,w,t′′ (w′′′) ∧ w′′′ <sim,w w′′)

([[ψ]]c,g,w,t′′)

= (by the entries for met and ϕ combined by IC, and the entry for ψ)

13. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [λp. λq. ∀w′[p(w′) −→ q(w′)]] (λw′′. w′′ is

metaphysically accessible from w at t′′ ∧ it is true in w′′ at t′′ that Jack

will quit smoking next summer ∧ ¬∃w′′′: [w′′′ is metaphysically accessible

from w at t′′ and s.t. it is true in w′′′ at t′′ that Jack will quit smoking

next summer ∧ w′′′ is overall more similar to w than w′′]) (λw′′′. it is true

in w′′′ at t′′ that Jack will lose the marathon)

= (by λ notation)

14. ∃t′: RB(t, t′) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [∀w′ [[λw′′. w′′ is metaphysically accessible from

w at t′′ ∧ it is true in w′′ at t′′ that Jack will quit smoking next summer ∧

¬∃w′′′: [w′′′ is metaphysically accessible fom w at t′′ and s.t. it is true in

w′′′ at t′′ that Jack will quit smoking next summer ∧ w′′′ is overall more

similar to w than w′′]](w′) −→ [λw′′′. it is true in w′′′ at t′′ that Jack will

lose the marathon](w′)]] =
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The final step of the derivation is obtained by applying once again the λ

notation, so that we finally obtain the following truth-conditions.

15. [[If Jack quit smoking next summer, he would lose the marathon]]c,g,w,t =

1 iff

∃t′: RB(t, t
′
) ∧ ∀t′′ ⊆ t′ [∀w′ [w′ is metaphisically accessible from w at t′′

∧ it is true in w′ at t′′ that Jack will quit smoking next summer ∧ ¬∃w′′′:

[w′′′ is metaphysically accessible fom w at t′′ and s.t. it is true in w′′′ at

t′′ that Jack will quit smoking next summer ∧ w′′′ is overall more similar

to w than w′] −→ it is true in w′ at t′′ that Jack will lose the marathon]]
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